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“Every child is special”



HARIS…



HARIS Profile
 His name is Haris, he is Greek and six years old.

 He was born in  Crete-Sitia which is an island in the south  of Greece and his 

parents are Greek,too. Because of  the economical crisis they left Greece and 

went to Germany for a better life. They came back this year because they 

couldn’t get used to life of Germany and they missed their island, their home as 

well as relatives.

 His father called  George and before the crisis he ran his own business. He was 

forced to close his shop and take his family abroad. In Germany he worked as a 

chef at a big restaurant. 

 His mother is Anastasia and he used to work with his father. In Germany she 

worked at the same restaurant as a waitress. 

 He has a sister named Maria and she is 9 years old. She is very clever and she 

helps Charis to do his homework and also they usually  play board games 

together.

 Haris likes to play the guitar and to sing. He also likes to play football  and 

basketball but because of a genetic problem of his  he can’t run very quickly. He 

likes souvlaki and gyros and also mousaka.



HARIS STORY 
 Haris was born with a kinetic problem. Last year he put an 

additional leg and his life get better. Now he can walk, run 

and play football.

 Haris got a problem. When he was at Germany he was going 

to kindergarten. The other child's didn’t want to play with 

him because he didn’t speak very well their language and also 

because off his kinetic problem. They were saying that if he 

plays with them, their team will be beaded because he 

couldn’t run quickly. One day one boy shouted at him to go 

away, you are …lame.

 Now, he is thinking that it will happen the same. He thinks 

that nobody want to be friend and play with him.



Hari’s first day to school



We are very happy to have you in our class



Let’s welcome him!



Welcome Haris to our classroom!



Maria, Haris’ sister came with his mom to pick him up. She 

brought sweets for his new friends.



Haris is telling his problem and is asking 

for help



What can  we do to help Haris?



I give these hearts to 

Haris and Maria 

…because I love them



Haris and Maria go for a walk by their 

bicycles. Me and Haris will be friends 

for ever and we will go walk for a ride..



I'm helping 

Haris to play 

basketball

I will put him as 

goalkeeper



Haris and Maria went to the 

park to play. I want them to be 

well  and nobody could laugh at 

him.

I love you Haris and I want you  

to come back again.



Eleni a blind girl (6th Persona)



We introduce her to the 

whole class



Eleni is talking about herself



Eleni became the centre of attention of all the students 

from the very first moment 



Everybody wanted to give her a hug



Other activities and persona dolls…about  differences 

Andreas a boy who wears glasses



We welcome Andreas…



Marina and Petros

with weight problem

And some other Persona dolls that we used to work with facing 

some difficulties



Marios ,

a mousy young boy

Rafaella ,

a  hyperactive girl



Aise is a roma girl





Other activities about people with special abilities





We may be  different but we are all equal



Our houses may be different…we are saying good morning in 

a different language…but all of us are children with the same 

rights  





Training teachers on the methodology of Persona dolls 1 



Training teachers on the methodology of Persona dolls 2



Training teachers on the methodology of Persona dolls 3



Training teachers to the methodology of Persona dolls 4



Training teachers to the methodology of Persona dolls 5



Training teachers to the methodology of Persona dolls 6



Training teachers to the methodology of Persona dolls 7



Training teachers to the methodology of Persona dolls 8



School  of  Palekastro

Thanks  for watching


